
I can use multiplication 
and division within 
100 to solve word 

problems!

I can find the unknown 
number in a 

multiplication or 
division equation!

I can fluently 
multiply and divide!

I can use place value 
to round numbers to 
the nearest 10 or 

100!

I can fluently add 
and subtract within 

1000!

I can multiply one digit 
numbers by multiples 

of 10!
I can tell time to the 

minute!

I can measure liquid 
volumes and masses 

of objects!

I can represent data in 
a graph and analyze 

the data!

I can measure to the 
half and fourth of an 

inch!

I can measure area 
by counting unit 

squares!
I can solve perimeter 

problems!

I can label fractions 
on a number line!

I can explain 
equivalent fractions!

I can categorize 
shapes based on 

attributes!

I  can divide shapes 
into equal parts and 

express it as a 
fraction! M

o
ra

n
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and division within 
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problems!
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problems!
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I can identify and 
define common 

suffixes and prefixes!
I can decode      

multi-syllable words
I can read and write 
all my sight words!

I can read with 
fluency and 

comprehension!

I can identify the 
moral of a story!

I can understand how 
characters affect a 

story! 
I can ask and answer 
questions about a text!

I can identify the 
main idea of a 
nonfiction text!

I can compare and 
contrast two nonfiction 

texts!

I can identify  and 
explain nouns, pronouns, 

verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs!

I can form and use 
irregular nouns and 

verbs!

I can write using 
correct capitalization, 

punctuation and 
spelling!

I can write an opinion 
piece!

I can write a detailed 
narrative!

I can write an 
informative/ 

explanatory text!

I can conduct a 
research project 
about a topic! 
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I can identify and 
define common 

suffixes and prefixes!
I can decode 

multi-syllable words!
I can read and write 
all my sight words!

I can read with fluency 
and understanding!

I can identify the 
moral of a story!

I can understand how 
characters affect a 

story! 

I can ask and answer 
questions about a 

text!

I can identify the main 
idea of a nonfiction 

text!

I can compare and 
contrast two nonfiction 

texts!

I can identify  and 
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verbs, adjectives and 
adverbs!

I can form and use 
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I can write using 
correct capitalization, 

punctuation and 
spelling!

I can write an opinion 
piece!

I can write a detailed 
narrative!

I can write an 
informative/ 

explanatory text!

I can conduct a 
research project 
about a topic!
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This skill goal sheet that is a very visual way for the kids and 
parents to see what skills are taught in 3rd grade. 

Great resource to provide to parents at parent teacher 
conferences or open house.  

This can also be used for students for goal setting.  After a skill 
has been assessed and it is determined that it has been 
mastered, the child can put a sticker in the box.  If you use the 
black and white version another idea is to have the students color 
the square or picture once they meet a goal.   Excellent 
motivation to meet grade level goals.

I was not able to fit each and very skill/ standard that is taught 
in third grade but have included a large variety.  I hope that you 
enjoy it and find it useful!!!  Please feel free to contact me at 
moran.melissa@gmail.com if you have any comments or concerns!! 



Thank You:
Thank you for your purchase.  I hope that you and your students enjoy it!  I 
appreciate your feedback and if you have any questions, comments  or 
suggestions, I would love to hear from you at moran.melissa@gmail.com  Please consider 
leaving feedback and becoming  follower to be notified of new products.  All new products 
are 50% off for the first 48 hours.  

Click to connect and follow me on social media:

Terms of Use:
This product is for single classroom use only. If you wish to share this resource 
with another teacher,please purchase an additional license at a discount price.  
Sharing of this product through internet groups, blogs, list servers, forums, offline 
groups, school district websites, servers, personal or classroom websites or email 
or for using it for commercial use is forbidden. Mass production is prohibited and it 
may not be sold on your personal website. If photographed please provide credit. 
©Melissa Moran 2016
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